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Abstract: 

Aptamers are small oligonucleotides that specifically recognize a molecular target with high affinity and

specificity. Based on their versatility and physicochemical properties, several techniques were developed to

exploit the advantages of aptamers as probes for molecular imaging. In our previous work, a DNA aptamer

which exhibits specific binding for PTK7 receptor, was used as a molecular imaging probe. This aptamer

was modified at 5'-position with several chelator agents and radiolabeled with technetium-99m or gallium-

67. An Alexa647 derivative was also used as near infrared dye. All probes were physicochemical and

biologically evaluated in BALB/c mice bearing lymphoma-tumor. In order to increase the specificity, the

RP-HPLC purification procedure of probes was very strict. The chemical modifications were confirmed by

mass spectrometry and RP-HPLC-gamma detection. Confocal microscopy and flow cytometry were

performed in several tumor cells with the fluorescent probe. In vivo images were obtained in mice using X-

ray, gamma and optical imaging strategies. After 24 h of injection, the probes were retained in the tumor and

ratios tumor/non-target organ with values over 20 were obtained. In addition, in vivo specificity was

evaluated in competition assays. The retention over time of the probe in the tumor and its quick excretion

support the utility of labeled aptamers as molecular probes for diverse image strategies.
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Molecular Imaging

Reproduced from Ref. Chem. Commun., 2013,49, 
3812-3812 . with permission from the Royal Society 
of Chemistry. 
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/Content/ArticleLanding/201
3/CC/C3CC90110F#!divAbstract
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Applications

•Tumour stratification,
•Metastasis detection, 
•Guided surgery, 
•Quantification of an injury,
•THERANOSTIC 
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APTAMERS

Aptamers are small 
oligonucleotides that specifically 
recognize a molecular target with 
high affinity and specificity. 
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Probe Design

Ref.: Shangguan, D.; Tang, Z.; Mallikaratchy, P.; Xiao, Z.; Tan, W. Optimization and 
modifications of aptamers selected from live cancer cell lines. Chembiochem 2007 

Apr 16;8(6):603-6.

Name: Sgc8-c (DNA)
Size = 41 nb, 
MW = 12634 Da
Target: PTK7 receptor
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Versatility
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THANKS
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